Dear Investor,

Greetings from SMIFS LIMITED (formerly known as Stewart & Mackertich Wealth Management Limited) and thank you for being our valued client.

It is our continuous effort to make your association with us convenient and hassle free by ensuring timely updates.

Keeping in line with this, we would like to inform you that as per communication received from SEBI by the Stock Exchanges, some fraudster entities have been operating throughout India and sending bulk messages to the clients trading on the recognized stock exchanges on the pretext of providing investment tips and luring hefty profits.

The modus operandi observed is that once a client pays amount to them, huge profits are shown in his account online including more investment. However, they stop responding when client demands return of amount invested and profit earned.

Investors are advised to protect themselves by being cautious and be on the lookout of warning signs of investment fraud as “Guaranteed” High Investment Returns, Complicated jargon and language, Unsolicited Offers, Pressure to buy “Right Now”.

Investors must carefully read any material given and verify the truth of every statement told about the investment, before making any investment. Investors can check online for disciplinary history readily available on regulators website.

Assuring you best of our services.

Team Compliance
SMIFS LIMITED